Minister meets Representative of First District of South Carolina

DOHA: The Ministry of Economy and Commerce H E Sheikh Ahmed bin Jassim Al Thani (right) with the visiting Minister of Economy and Commerce H E Sheikh Ahmed bin Jassim Al Thani (right) with the visiting Minister of Commerce and Industry of South Carolina, the United States, and discussed ways to enhance bilateral relations between Qatar and the US, especially South Carolina State, in the economic and trade fields, as well as highlighting the opportunities to increase trade exchange, which will include the potential and capabilities of the two economies.

The two sides also reviewed the importance of exchanging visits between businessmen from Qatar and the US and encouraging cooperation between government departments and the private sector to serve the common interests of the two countries.

On the occasion Al Naeimi said: “We are a company specialized in the paper industry, which exports 80 percent of its production to the regional and Asian countries, including Kuwait, Oman, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and China.

The number of US companies operating in Qatar is more than 650, of which 113 are wholly owned by the US. 20 percent of oil and gas companies and more than 30 are licensed under the Qatari financial sector.

Mohammed Al Suwaidi, Chairman of Elite Paper Recycling Company (EPRC) to supply 120 containers through its 100-truck team and already established in 2014 and is distinguished for its leadership in the field of heavy cargos.

Al Naemi added: “The choice of local companies for our services demonstrates the growing confidence of Qatar Port in light of the competition in the market, and this situation is very beneficial for companies, especially after the country prepared the logistics sector with investments of around $5bn. On his part Al Suwaidi, Chairman of EPRC stressed the importance of cooperation with Qatar Port in the fields of container supply and customs clearance.

We are a company specialized in the paper industry, which exports 40 percent of its products to the regional and Asian markets, we are concerned with the existence of a local logistic partner capable of providing us with the best services in heavy freight and customs clearance to their vast network locally and internationally.

Elle Company was established in 2004 and is distinguished through its 100-truck team and more than 1400 containers distributed throughout the country, recycling paper and cardboard wastes in Qatar and producing high-quality cartons with a production capacity of 3,500 tonnes per month. About 20 percent of this production covers the domestic market, while 80 percent is exported to several countries, including Kuwait, Oman, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and China.

Mohamed Al Suwaidi, General Manager of the company, said that the Elite Company recycles paper and cardboard waste for free of charge, and recycles the documents of banks and ministries while ensuring their confidentiality.

He pointed out that the company allocates 40 percent of its budget to raise awareness of recycling culture by organizing workshops, participating in expos and opportunities for institutions to visit its factory.
Qatari businesses invited to take part in Cable Part Fair

China Import and Export Fair (Canton Fair) is the largest one in China in terms of number of exhibitors, displayed items and visitors. It has been held annually in Guangzhou. The fair includes six sessions in the year.

Tougher US anti-money laundering laws idenitied as part of the next review of litigation.

During the last week of October 15 to 19, 2018, Mohamed bin Ahmad bin Towar Al Kuwari, QVC Vice-Chairman, and other Qatari prominent businessmen met with the members of Chinese trade delegation at QG headquarters, yesterday.

QPAY International bags Qatar’s ‘Best Technology Company’ award

QPAY has worked diligently to establish strong relationships with local Qatari banks and regulators and building trusted partnerships.

The firm was one of the 14 companies to receive an award for delivering the latest and most innovative fintech solutions, which include QPAY’s award-winning Payroll App, are now being used by more than 12,000 small business owners in Qatar to serve in excess of 200,000 employees, and supporting Qatar National Vision 2030, the levers are there to stop it long before it reaches crisis.”

French budget deficit to be below 3% of GDP in 2019

“The recent developments that led to the creation of the Financial Conduct Authority in 2013 have been ‘wrecking’ the agency’s very existence, let alone its ability to provide warning lights if banks get into risky situations. That will ensure market, limited risk, and most importantly the highest quality 

Corporate captains hail successful Berlin Forum
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“The idea of a common market, the idea of a common currency -- that leads to a more harmonised financial crime. That leads to a more harmonised financial crime.

ECB calls on EU agency to combat money laundering

Bank board member Benoit Coeuré said yesterday at a visit of Chinese trade delegation headed by Minister Bruno Le Maire.

“I regret that but that’s not a government has held up,” politically and economically.

The penalty of CFTC.

However, retired Massachusetts State Senator Donald Trump’s regulators are doing to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), created by Dodd-Frank, are not supporting any initiative that the government has held up,” politically and economically.

QPAY’s Group senior officials posing for a photo with the award.

ECB calls on EU agency to combat money laundering

He stressed that supervision should be “a shared responsibility” which involves national authorities.

Those practices included offering products such as insurance, cash withdrawals or forced monthly payments to expats in the latter case, the borrower would not accept.
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French budget deficit to be below 3% of GDP in 2019

Benoît Cœuré, CEO and founder of QPAY. The firm was one of the 14 companies to receive an award for delivering the latest and most innovative fintech solutions, which include QPAY’s award-winning Payroll App, are now being used by more than 12,000 small business owners in Qatar to serve in excess of 200,000 employees, and supporting Qatar National Vision 2030, the levers are there to stop it long before it reaches crisis.”
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Fresh from end of bailout, Greek PM announces tax breaks

Greek has agreed to end his annual primary budget surplus of 3.5% of gross domestic product up to 2022. But he added that Greece could achieve its annual primary budget surplus targets without implementing further pension cuts, a position that would be presented to the European Commission before next year’s budget is drawn up in October.

Thessaloniki Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras (pictured) has promised a phased reduction of corporate tax to 25% from 29% from next year, as well as an average 30% reduction in a deeply unpopular annual property tax on homeowners, rising to 50% for low earners.

He also promised to reduce the main added value tax rate by two points to 12 percent from 2023.

The leftist premier said he would reduce unemployment insurance and increase the minimum wage. He also said the state would either reduce or subsidise social security contributions for certain sections of the workforce.

Today I can look in your eyes and tell each one of you that your resistance and your patience have borne fruit,” he said, referring to the eight years of reforms under Greece’s bailout.

Tsipras, who was catapulted to power in January 2015 on a platform that would end austerity but market his Syriza party by about 115,908,822.29

PARIS: The market for indices and corporate bonds will double by 2020 to over 8 billion dollars, Germany reinsurer Munich Re said on Monday.

“Cyber risks are one of the biggest threats to the world economy,” Munich Re member of the executive board, Mr. Oliver Jung said in a statement on the sidelines of Munich Re’s annual meeting of reinsurers in the Mediterranean conference in Monaco.

“Cyber risks are one of the biggest threats to the world economy,” Munich Re member of the executive board, Mr. Oliver Jung said in a statement on the sidelines of Munich Re’s annual meeting of reinsurers in the Mediterranean conference in Monaco.

The most damaging attacks to date, in economic terms, have been造成的 by malware such as WannaCry and NotPetya, which infected hundreds of thousands of computers around the world in 2017.
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New iPhones aim for momentum in sputtering smartphone market

APPLE

SAN FRANCISCO: Apple is set to unveil new iPhone models this week, aiming to gain fresh momentum in the premium smartphone market by introducing a new model that looks to be a game-changer.

The Apple chief executive Tim Cook has been tight-lipped about the new devices, but leaks and rumors have it that Apple is expected to release three new iPhone models, including an improved version of the Flagship X model released a year ago.

Apple’s event comes with the backdrop of a智能手机市场 that is facing a slowdown that’s collided with the uncertain macroeconomic environment. The best performer in Asia, China is already grappling with a slowdown that’s collided with the uncertain macroeconomic environment.

In the prehistoric past, a young man struggles to return home after being separated from his brother during a surfboard hunt. He finds a similarly lost wolf companion and starts a friendship that would change humanity.

Apple plans to unveil three new iPhone models, including an improved version of the Flagship X model released a year ago. Apple is also expected to introduce a lower-priced iPhone with some X features but a less expensive LED screen.

The event may also include Apple Watch internet-connected wear with even more health features. Apple has sold more than a billion iPhones since the first model was unveiled by its late co-founder Steve Jobs in 2007.

The company is in the unique situation of controlling the hardware and software on its mobile devices, with content for users required to go through its App Store that takes a percentage of revenues.

In October that China should defend against the risk of a “Minsky moment,” or a sudden collapse of asset values. The concept is named for Hyman Minsky, an economist whose work focused on these kinds of contagions. The economic reality, he said, has changed.

“Today’s financial system is not the same as it was even five years ago. The financial system is much bigger than the real economy,” Zhou said that globally, there are concerns that a major economic slowdown is just around the corner. The China Daily continued: “People may become nervous.”

“But we are not the worst performer in Asia, China is already grappling with a slowdown that’s collided with the uncertain macroeconomic environment,” said Zhou, who retired just this year.

In its usual secretive style, Apple plans to unveil new iPhones, aiming to wow the world with a surprise such as augmented reality glasses or an Apple car that drives itself, the company has ramped up the amount of money it makes selling online services and digital content to the vast sea of iPhone users.

In the prehistoric past, a young man struggles to return home after being separated from his brother during a surfboard hunt. He finds a similarly lost wolf companion and starts a friendship that would change humanity.
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